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BastketballStats FLS Edition

BasketballStats CG is an easy-to-use basketball statistics system 
that integrates with FIBA LiveStats and NBA Global Stats System, 
providing real-time broadcast graphics.
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BASKETBALLSTATS CG

Capable of integrating data and detailed statistics from FIBA and NBA LiveStats and 
turn them into broadcast graphics, wTVision’s BasketballStats CG is the choice of 
some of the world’s biggest basketball competitions, such as the AfroBasket, 
Basketball Championship League, Europe Cup, FIBA 3×3 World Tour or the NBA Abu 
Dhabi Games.

wTVision's control application has an extremely intuitive and easy-to-use interface 
and it was specifically designed for Basketball, simplifying any operation and making 
it more effective.



BastketballStats FLS Edition

KEY FEATURES
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FIBA LiveStats is a free software application that allows users to record 
complete basketball statistics in real time.
This software fully compliant with FIBA rules, and allows the user to 
setup a game end-to-end; including players, coaches and officials from 
both teams, and collect full game statistics using a simple point and click 
method. With a valid license number the In Venue feed feature allows 
our software to connect and receive all game data.

NBA has a similar software - NBA Global Stats System - that allows for 
the same features regarding NBA competitions with which our software 
connects. 

FIBA and NBA Integration 

OCR Solutions
BasketballStats CG integrates with wTVision’s Scoreboard Eye or any 
other OCR (Optical Character Recognition) software.
Scoreboard Eye tracks data displayed on any sport scoreboard. Time and 
statistics can be presented automatically on a score bug or on other 
broadcast graphics, in real time.

Tracking Systems
wTVision transforms tracking data into powerful graphics enriching any 
broadcast, allowing you to offer intuitive and insightful information to 
basketball fans. Some examples: Players on the field, Speed profiles, Pass 
accuracy, etc.

Scoreboard Protocols
Our software may be integrated with official scoreboards. This way, we can 
provide information such as the time of each quarter, both teams’ scores 
and the shot clock, in real-time, through graphics.

On-Air Graphics
BasketballStats CG ontrols all the major graphics engines in the market 
(including wTVision’s R³ Space Engine) and can automatically generate 
broadcast graphics/slides suggestions, based on FIBA LiveStats data.



BastketballStats FLS Edition

WORKFLOW
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BastketballStats FLS Edition

SOME PROJECTS

NBA Abu Dhabi Games 2022

FIBA Europe CupLiga Endesa (Liga ACB) - Spain

FIBA 3X3 World Cup 
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https://www.wtvision.com/on-air-graphics-for-fiba-3x3-world-cup
https://www.wtvision.com/real-time-graphics-during-the-nba-abu-dhabi-games-2022


CONTACT US NOW
Take your basketball match to the next level!

sales@wtvision.com
wtvision.com
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https://www.youtube.com/wisdomtechnology
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